
     Our Precious Faith - Part 2 
         (2 Peter 1:2)           

 
I. Evolution.   
 A. There is an evolutionary principle that says you can wish something to be.   
 B. Evolution is a things coming to be in a long chain of all equal products of wishing.   
II. Pantheism.   
 B. Pantheism sees the only God then as the energy that exists in everything.   
 C. Everything is equal to everything else and  everything is God so everything has a right       
      to its own identity and a right to its own free course 
   1. There have to be human rights… 
   1. There also have to be animal rights… 
   2. There have to be tree rights.   
  3. The only living creature that doesn't have any rights is an unborn baby.  
III. Amoralism.   
 A. If everything is equal to everything else and everything is God, then all behavior is    
     acceptable. 
 B. Society has only one moral law and that is that there are no binding moral laws.   
IV. Mysticism.   
 A. Mysticism is a collections of ideas unrelated to objective fact or evidence.   
  B. Christianity is completely contrary to anything and everything that is mystical. 
 C. A strong form of mysticism is what is commonly called "positive confession."   
  a. Kenneth Hagan, Kenneth Copeland, Fredrick Price, Robert Tilton, Paul  
      Crouch, Oral Roberts, Joel Osteen. 
  b. Those people who say if you verbalize it and you positively affirm it,   
          you will create it.   
 D. Another form of it is called visualization.   
  a. Pastor Paul Yongii Cho…pastor of the world’s largest church…in South  
          Korea declares “You create the presence of Jesus with your mouth. He is  
      bound by your lips and by our words."  
   b. John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard Movement, acknowledged that sinners  
          must hear some rational presentation of the gospel to be saved…but he  
      believed the power that will sweep people into the Kingdom is not the Holy  
      Spirit, but signs and wonders. 
    a He called it Power Evangelism.       
   b. What makes preaching effective are miracles and not the Word itself. 
    c. The miracles of Jesus and the Apostles was not for saving people.   
   d. It was for the purpose of authenticating the preacher.   
V. Grace and peace come to those who know God and who know Jesus our Lord.   
 A. The word "knowledge," implies a personal complete knowledge.   
 B. Most of its uses have to do with a saving knowledge.   
 C. Salvation’s substance is based on the revealed truth, the knowledge of the truth. 
 D. Romans 5 says in the sphere of grace we have peace with God.   
  1. Grace, free unmerited favor for sinners giving them full forgiveness through  
      Jesus Christ forever.   
  2.  Peace is the effect of grace.  
 E. As the true genuine intimate knowledge of the truth of God and Christ grows through   
      the Word there is the multiplication of the blessings of grace and peace. 
  1. More grace for every sin and every weakness. 
  2. More peace for every temptation and every trial.  
VI. Conclusion 
 A. And so we must understand our salvation.   
 B. If we're going to stand against false teaching you've got to know the source of your     
     salvation is God and the substance of your salvation is knowledge.  
 

 


